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Line nr: TW100                SWISS MADE 

 

Line name WINDROSE  - LIMITED EDITION                888 pcs 
 

Version: 3 hands 

Material: Surgical Steel ( AISI 316L)   Ox-B coating 

code: Case / Bezel + marks / Dial 

TW100-10-11 Steel / Steel +yellow    /   Black              Steel Black 

TW100-10-11ora Steel / Steel +orange   /   Black             Black Orange        

TW100-10-12 Steel / Steel + orange  /  Grey                Steel grey         

TW100-10-12blu Steel / Steel + blue  /  Grey                   Light  Blue             

TW100-10-13 Steel / Steel + orange  /  Ivory              Steel Ivory 

TW100-10-21 Steel / ceramic +yellow  / Black             Ceramic Black 

TW100-10-22 Steel / ceramic+yellow   / Grey              Ceramic Grey 

TW100-10-23 Steel / ceramic +yellow  / Ivory              Ceramic Ivory 

 TW100-22-21  Steel+Ox B / Ceramic+orange/ Black   Ceramic Dark 

 TW100-23-12  Steel+Ox B / Steel+Blue / Grey     Total Dark blue    Spec. Edition 

 TW100-23-21  Steel+Ox B / Ceramic +Red / Black  Total Dark red   Spec. Edition 

   
History 
Those who choose to wear a TFP timepiece explore a new trend  of personal luxury, 
becoming a testimonial of sustainable elegance. They are individuals who perceive 
themselves definitively linked to the fate of our Planet, with respect to which they do not 
accept  any compromise. Not even in the choice of accessories, which, on the other hand, 
they interpret as distinctive elements of their identity and lifestyle. 
 
TFP dedicates its watches to these modern "explorers", resorting to the use of recycled  
and echo-friendly materials, which are entrusted with the task of protecting and enhancing 
the precious Swiss Made movements, exclusively automatic mechanical, and 
accompanied by straps, made in Italian leather, selected by TFP ,  vegetable tanned in 
Tuscany, with certificate. All with the unmistakable Made in Italy taste and design, and 
the constructive guarantee of Swiss Made. 
The TFP collection leads to an ideal reunion with the essential elements to  the life, which  
animates the Planet. 
 
Note 
The Earth's atmosphere, with its peculiar composition, is a key factor for the development 

and sustenance of life on the Planet. For explorers of all ages, knowledge of the distribution 

of winds has proved to be fundamental, that is, the movement and direction of the air 

masses, the trend of which was essential for navigation, but also for the reproduction of 

flowers, plants and crops. 

TFP dedicates this model to air and wind and to the modern "Explorers of the Planet" 

whether they explore Cities, Lands, People or Nature, to guide them in the daily journey of 

their lives. 

WINDROSE is a 3 hands watch, with fixed ring bezel, in steel or ceramic, with  casted steel 

case, engraved case-back, curved dial, double domed sapphire crystal.  Automatic Swiss 

Movement. The watch  is waterproof up to 200 meters (20 ATM).  
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The strap, in vegetable tanned Italian leather or HPR pro-dive, has an effective safe 

change system. The degrees of a compass and the 8 directions of the main winds blowing 

in Italy are engraved on the bezel. 

 
Technical Features 

 
 Movement Automatic Mechanical Swiss Made Movement,  

28.800 A/h. Power reserve: approx. 36-40 hours.   
Landeron 24  or Sellita SW200   
date window  180° starting from stem 
stem at -30° from 09 h or at - 30% from 03 h 
 

Functions HH, MM-SS 
date window at about 2 o'clock. 
 

 

 

Case 

 

Surgical  steel  ( AISI 316L ) case; case central realized 
by High tech casting ,then CNC machining and vibratory 
finishing. In  Dark model is burnished  thanks to a special 
process: OX-B. 
Fixed AISI316L bezel with applied an element : AISI316L 
( as body case ) or black shiny ceramic.  
Bezel element is engraved  with  a wind-rose scale, then  
enameling.  Im total  dark models  also the bezel is 
burnished by an oxidation process OX-B 
AISI 316L screwed engraved back-cover.   
Crown: design by TFP, engraved. Standard position at 08 
hh, ad option at 02 hour 
Top sapphire double domed crystal + gasket.  
Technical and commercial specs are engraved on back-
cover , as well as the  serial number of the limited edition 

 

Dimensions 

Diameter                                42.50 mm.  
Thickness                               13.80 mm. 
Overall dimensions at crown   47.30 mm. 
Height                                      47.40 mm. 
Weight                                     110 gr 

Waterproof  20 ATM  that is equivalent to 200 mt,  
2 O-Ring satin finishing Crown,   

Dial  Domed dial, with embossed indexes, for highly 
luminescent material. Rough finishing. 
Arabic numeral at 8 o’clock. 
Date display at 2 o'clock.   

 

Hands 

Skeleton nickel finishing hours and minutes, highly 
luminescent material   
Painted Central Second Hand with luminescent material  
( in Special edition painted by hand).  
 

Strap / Buckle Water-resistant ,vegetable tanned leather, from Tuscany. 
with Certificate or HPR rubber pro-dive. 
Size: 22/20 mm. 
Buckle: satin-finished AISI316L steel, design by TFP, 
logo TFP engraved 
Screw + tie-rod on case horns  to allow a fast & safe 
change. 
 


